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This project aims to explore the effects that changes in a matter den-
sity profile could have on neutrino oscillations, and whether these could
potentially be seen by the future Hyper-Kamiokande experiment (T2HK).
The analysis is extended to include the possibility of having a second de-
tector in Korea (T2HKK).
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1 Introduction
Following the success of the Kamiokande and Super-Kamiokande experiments, Hyper-
Kamiokande will be the next-generation water Cherenkov detector in Japan. With
a fiducial volume 10x greater than that of Super-K (or 20x greater if two tanks are
built), Hyper-K will have a huge multipurpose research potential. It will be capable
of studying everything from solar and atmospheric neutrinos to supernovae, as well
as having applications to DM searches, neutrino tomography and proton decay. [1]
The long-baseline aspect of the experiment will be known as T2HK, and will involve
a neutrino beam originating at J-PARC, Tokai, as well as an intermediate water
Cherenkov detector and upgraded near detector. While this would have a baseline
of approximately 300 km, it is a natural extension to consider placing any second
tank further down the beamline, in South Korea, in order to be comparable to other
current and future long-baseline experiments, such as NOvA and DUNE. [2]
It is at these baselines that matter effects can become significant. As neutrinos prop-
agate through the Earth, their oscillation probability is affected by the interactions
between them and the protons, neutrons and electrons in matter. While neutrinos of
all flavours experience neutral-current interactions with protons and neutrons, only
electron neutrinos can undergo charged-current interactions with electrons, thus pro-
ducing an asymmetry which is dependent on the number of electrons in matter - this
in turn can be directly translated into matter density.
Figure 1 shows a cross-section view of the matter density profile of the Earth be-
tween Tokai and Korea, with an approximate neutrino beamline for both Hyper-K
and the 5 possible sites for a Korean detector (with baselines ranging from 1000 km
to 1200 km). [3]
Figure 1: Matter density profile of the Earth for T2HK and T2HKK.
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While in the case of DUNE, it was concluded that varying the density profile would
have no measurable effect on oscillation probabilities [4], in this project we aim to
determine whether the geographical features present in the beamlines for T2HK and
T2HKK could produce a different result. To do this, we simulate these long-baseline
experiments using the GLoBES program [5, 6]. It is important to note that for each
result, only the appearance channel (νµ → νe) is shown here.
2 Sensitivity Estimates
Using GLoBES, a 1σ region of allowed oscillation parameters (based on a χ2 calcu-
lation) is converted into an uncertainty on the oscillation probability itself. These
results are obtained from just 100 energy steps and 100 steps in each of the two
parameters being scanned over, in order to keep computational time low. Future
calculations will improve on this, and an additional method of estimating the uncer-
tainty will be explored so as to compare the two alternatives.
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Figure 2: Estimate of uncertainty on oscillation probability
for Hyper-K (left) and Hyper-K Korea (right).
3 Parameter Variation
In Figure 3, we show the changes in neutrino oscillation probability arising from
a variation of the oscillation parameters between their +1σ and −1σ values. These
values have been taken from the Hyper-K Design Report [1], with the exception of
θ13, which is given by the current NuFit range. [7]
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At each energy point, we scan over the entire range between the two values (100 steps)
and plot the difference between the maximum and minimum calculated probability,
rather than simply assuming that e.g. the maximum probability will correspond to the
maximum value of a specific parameter - this takes into account possible non-linear
contributions. Again, only the parameters measured by the appearance channel are
shown here (δCP and θ13).
Figure 3: Changes in oscillation probability due to a variation of δCP (solid)
and θ13 (dashed) for Hyper-K (left) and Hyper-K Korea (right).
4 Matter Density Profile Variation
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Figure 4: Changes in oscillation probability with respect to average density at
Hyper-K (left) and the different baselines of Hyper-K Korea (right).
Figure 4 shows the changes in oscillation probability as a result of changes in the
matter density profile. The curves are produced by taking the difference between
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the probability at each point calculated using the varying (realistic) matter density
profile and using a constant density. For the constant profile, the average value of the
varying density was used - in the case of Hyper-K Korea, the changes in oscillation
probability of each individual baseline profile are shown on the right.
5 Additional and Future Studies
We performed two additional studies. First, we looked at the changes in oscillation
probability given by varying the average density of each baseline profile by ±1%, in
order to compare them to the results from Section 4.
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Figure 5: Changes in oscillation
probability from the differences between
baselines at Hyper-K Korea.
In addition to that, we explored the
changes in probability arising from the
differences between each of the 5 base-
line profiles from Hyper-K Korea. These
results are shown in Figure 5 - there
are ten curves, each corresponding to
the difference of probabilities between
two baseline profiles. It can be seen
that this is the only test that pro-
duces a result above the estimated sen-
sitivity line from Section 2. This
hints at the possibility of the effects
of changing from one profile to an-
other being potentially detectable at
T2HKK.
Although these are purely preliminary results, it can be clearly seen that there are
significant differences between matter effects in T2HK and T2HKK. Moreover, we
can conclude that a varying matter density profile at T2HKK could potentially give
rise to detectable effects on neutrino oscillation probabilities.
In order to probe this effect further, we aim to use an alternative method of ap-
proximating the effect of different density profiles - by focusing on the most likely
candidate site for the Korean detector, we can redo the calculations after removing
each of the density “chunks" in turn. This can give us a better idea for how each of
the different density areas under the Earth’s surface will affect the final result.
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